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modality when that information is coupled with information via another modality (e.g.,
McGrath and Summerfield, 1985). It is unknown, however, whether there exist complex relationships across modalities, such that a particular modality will receive greater enhancement
when coupled with specific other modalities, or whether such interactions may vary across
perceivers.
The present paper uses the Tadoma method to test interactions across two bimodal
perception conditions for a single group of untrained perceivers. One condition involved audiotactile (AT) speech perception in noise by perceivers unable to see the speaker, and one involved
visual-tactile (VT) speech perception by perceivers when the speech was masked by noise.
2. Method
Twelve native speakers of North American English between the ages of 20 and 40 participated
in the study—five male, and seven female. All subjects had normal speaking and hearing skills,
and no training in linguistics, speech sciences, or any method of tactile speech perception.
Video and audio of all trials were recorded using a Sony DCR-TRV19 mini-DV camcorder. An experimenter (the third author, a female native speaker of English) read aloud from
prepared lists of token utterances. All tokens on the list had the structure / a Cá/, where the
intervocalic consonant in each token was one of the 14 English obstruents: /b, p, t, d, k, g, f, v, ,
ð, s, z, b, c/. Five repetitions of each disyllable were included, for a total of 70 tokens per trial.
For each subject, a different randomized list was used for each trial.
An audio-only pre-test was conducted prior to the main experiment to set subjectspecific noise levels. Half of the subjects participated in the AT condition first, and half participated in the VT condition first, allowing for control of whether prior experience in one condition
could affect performance in the other. A separate control trial was used to test participants’
ability to perceive the relevant consonants based on audio-only or visual-only input (without
tactile information). Thus, within AT and VT conditions, half of the subjects participated in the
control trial first, while half participated in the test trial first.
(1) Pre-trial. Each subject wore isolating headphones playing white noise with a frequency band from 0 to 11 025 Hz at a sampling rate of 22 050 Hz, and was instructed to close
his or her eyes. The subject sat at arm’s length from the experimenter, who read from a randomized list of / a Cá/ tokens prepared as described above. Simultaneously, a second experimenter
adjusted the volume of the white noise in the headphones. Noise levels were set so that the
subject could distinguish the correct segment with greater than chance frequency. During the
pre-trial for the VT condition, each subject was instructed to raise a hand when he or she heard
the experimenter speaking; noise levels were increased until the subject indicated (by a lowered
hand) that the experimenter’s voice was no longer audible at all. The final level was set slightly
higher than this, and several additional utterances were used to confirm inaudibility.
(2) AT trial (With Tactile condition). Subjects wore isolating headphones playing white
noise partially obscuring the acoustic speech signal as described above, and were instructed to
keep their eyes closed for the duration of the trial (confirmed after the experiment based on the
video record of each session). Each subject was seated at arm’s length from the experimenter,
with his or her right hand placed on the experimenter’s face as per the Tadoma method: (a) the
subject’s index finger was placed horizontally just above the experimenter’s mandibular ridge,
(b) the other three fingers were fanned out beginning just below the mandibular ridge, across the
experimenter’s throat, (c) the palm was held over the experimenter’s jaw and chin, and (d) the
thumb was placed lightly on the experimenter’s lips. Subjects received no instructions concerning how or whether to interpret the information conveyed through the hand-face contact. Once
the subject was in place, the experimenter read aloud from a list of 70 token utterances prepared
as described above. Despite many hours of training to ensure constant productions, the experimenter occasionally misspoke (as confirmed in the video and audio record of the experiment),
with the result being that not all consonants in the stimuli lists were presented to each subject
exactly five times. Subjects were instructed to listen to the experimenter, and to repeat each
disyllable aloud in full to the best of his or her ability. A second experimenter recorded the
subject’s responses. This experimenter’s record was later checked against the video and audio
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Fig. 1. 共Color online兲 Overall percent improvement in correct segment identification due to tactile information in AT
and VT conditions. Standard box plots show median, range and quartiles.

record by consensus among three phonetically trained experimenters. The audio record was also
used to confirm that the experimenter spoke at a consistent amplitude across conditions.
(3) VT trial (With Tactile condition). Procedures were identical to the AT trial, except
as follows: (a) the amplitude of the white noise was adjusted (as described above) to completely
obscure the acoustic speech signal, (b) subjects kept their eyes open for the duration of the
experiment, and (c) subjects were instructed to look at the primary experimenter throughout the
trial.
(4) Control trials (Without Tactile conditions). Procedures were identical to the AT and
VT trials, respectively, except that subjects had no physical contact with the experimenter during the trial.
3. Results
3.1 Overall results
Total percent improvement in consonant identification was compared across subjects and consonants for the Tactile conditions relative to the control conditions, i.e., auditory only or visual
only, using paired t-tests (paired by subject). Results were highly significant, indicating a mean
improvement of 9.96% (percentage points out of total possible correct, compared with a hypothesized difference of zero) for the AT condition [t共11兲 = −4.2100; p = 0.0015] and 9.42% for
the VT condition [t共11兲 = −4.0868; p = 0.0018].
Total percentage improvement across VT and AT conditions was also compared using
a paired t-test (paired by subject). Results indicate no difference between VT and AT conditions
关t共11兲 = 0.1483; p = 0.8848兴. Figure 1 plots improvements for all subjects with quartile box
plots.
No significant effects of order of trial presentation were found, allowing all subjects to
be included in all across-subject analyses.
3.2 Subject-by-subject results
Figure 2 shows percent accuracy results plotted by subject for AT and VT conditions. Although
overall results were virtually identical across AT and VT conditions (Fig. 1), subject-specific
results varied considerably. Figure 3 plots each subject’s improvement in AT vs. VT conditions
in a bivariate scatterplot. Linear regression indicates a significant negative correlation between
improvement in AT vs. VT conditions (r2 = 0.4479; p = 0.0243; Subject 7’s values lay outside of
a 95% confidence ellipse, and were therefore omitted from this analysis). No significant correlation was found between baseline accuracy in a modality and improvement due to adding tactile information.
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Fig. 2. Subject-by-subject improvement in correct segment identification in AT 共left graph兲 and VT 共right graph兲
conditions. The top line in each graph shows accuracy in With Tactile condition and the bottom line shows accuracy
in Without Tactile condition. The gray region between the lines represents the improvement due to addition of tactile
information.

4. Discussion
Across-subject results for the AT vs. VT conditions suggest that manual tactile information does
enhance speech perception by about 10% in untrained perceivers. However, subject-specific
results indicate that individual subjects vary substantially in how much improvement is gained
from adding tactile information to each of the other perceptual modalities tested. Specifically,
subjects who gain more from adding tactile information to the auditory modality tend to gain
less from adding tactile information to the visual modality, and vice-versa. This supports the
contention that modal additivity may differ for different cross-modal pairings across subjects.
5. Conclusion
The findings of this study support the notion that manual tactile information relevant to recovering speech gestures enhances speech perception in normal perceivers untrained in methods of
tactile speech perception even for combinations of modalities where specific prior experience is
unlikely (e.g., visual + tactile). Further, this enhancement occurs regardless of the other active
modality—auditory or visual. However, the finding that subjects who gain more from tactile
input coupled with an auditory baseline gain less from tactile input coupled with a visual baseline suggests that there is substantial individual variation in terms of which modality is favored
for speech perception and how cross-modal information is combined.
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Fig. 3. 共Color online兲 Relationship between percent improvement in correct segment identification due to adding
tactile information. Linear fit shown indicates a significant negative correlation.
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